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Participant Profile
I started to work in C.L.S. in 2011 as designer and I improved my competences in various fields, especially in
research and development to make growing continuously the standards quality and the optimization of the
processes, which is something very important for the company as we are certified UNI EN9100 for
aeronautic. During these years I have worked in an aerospace company as Product Manager, touching
different fields, from the production, to the quality system, coordinating the human resourches and look
after customers relations. My competences are quite open because I have always worked in moderate
dimensions Companies and this offered to me the opportunity to touch a lot of aspects of the chain. At the
moment I also take care about the commercial area helping C.L.S. to open itself to new markets and be
more visible to other countries. C.L.S. has a very good background in Italy and it is active also in Europe but
my aim is to increase relations to other countries also out of Europe.
Company Profile
Headquarters and branch locations: VIA MONTE SAN MICHELE 25, 47122 FORLI’ (FC) ITALY
Shareholders: Mission: C.L.S. develops and creates solutions always contemporary and innovative, giving absolute
priority to customer needs and satisfaction. High skills and high performance tools unite with selected and
special materials are the instruments used to obtain highly competitive services, and to be able to supply
complex and special parts and systems.
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Technology portfolio:
Turning area with CNC machines till 7 axis
Milling area with 3-4-5- axis CNC machines
EDM Cutting area with wire EDM cutting machine
Special processes area with titanium anodizing system and Dry Film Lube process
CAD/CAM developing
Engineering area where we can provide projects and solutions for complex systems and innovative
components
Commercial footprint: Europe
Value proposition for the Japanese market
C.L.S. has the know-how and instrumentations to develop products and complex system, from project to
production, both by itself and with a network. We are able to coordinating different processes to supply a
whole system to our clients. This could be interesting for Japanese Companies that would find new Italian
Company network, C.L.S. could be the head commission to realize products, projects and solutions using its
competences and using also the network.
We could produce parts from clients designs, but we can also project new solutions for our customers
because we have knowledgeable people in engineering and developing.
Thanks to the moderate size of the Company, we are able to answer very fast to our customers and to
invest energies in new projects like unique parts, prototipes and so on. We have huge flexibility in terms of
analysis and study, to give quick and quality answers.
Disclaimer: The information contained here is only used for the purposes of this event with the aim of facilitating the Business-to-Business meetings.
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